Cocaine and Cutouts: Israel’s Unseen Diplomacy

By Jane Hunter

The revelations came, in April 1988, when nobody wanted to hear them. By then the Iran-contra affair had been neatly tied up, with its celebrated perpetrators moving toward their day in court.

Public attention had turned to Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega, strongman of Panama, and to the flood of narcotics engulfing the United States. In February a Florida grand jury had indicted Noriega for taking bribes to make Panama a haven for the Medellín Cartel, Colombia’s leading narcotics syndicate. Some U.S. officials said he was responsible for most of the cocaine entering the country. Much of the information on which the indictment was based had been supplied by José Blandón, a former intelligence aide to Noriega.

In April, Blandón testified before a Senate subcommittee, telling how Noriega made millions selling protection to Colombian drug traffickers. Through a translator he talked about the Harari Network, a group of Israeli, U.S. and Panamanian citizens assembled in 1982 by Mike Harari, a top aide to Noriega. The group’s purpose, said Blandón, was to provide arms to the contras, a force assembled by the CIA to overthrow the Nicaraguan Government. In addition to bringing East Bloc weapons to Central America, Blandón testified, the Harari Network also moved narcotics from Colombia to the thriving U.S. market, using the same Costa Rican airstrips and aircraft it employed to deliver arms.

Sen. John Kerry, (D-MA) chair of the Subcommittee on Narcotics, Terrorism and International Operations of the Foreign Relations Committee, asked Blandón if it was a matter of the guns going in one direction and the drugs in the other. “Exactamente,” answered Blandón. “Did the drugs sometimes go alone?” asked Kerry. “Exactamente.”

Soon after, reporters, aided by a disaffected Mossad agent and a Harari Network pilot, pieced together more of the story. The Harari operation had been set in motion by the Reagan Administration and the government of Israel, which, in 1982, had established a secret military cooperation program for Central America. The operation was loosely connected to a second network, dubbed the Arms Supermarket, set up in Honduras by operatives of the Israeli Mossad, senior Honduran military officers now under investigation for drug trafficking, and CIA-connected arms dealers.

In closed-door testimony before Senator Kerry’s subcommittee and in interviews, Richard Brenneke said that start-up funds, aircraft and pilots had been supplied by the Medellín Cartel. ABC Television News reported that Israel had provided $20
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million for the Harari Network, which was later reimbursed from U.S. covert operations funds.

Brenneke says he worked for a decade as an occasional contract agent for Mossad, the Israeli secret service, and for the CIA, until he became disgusted with the narcotics end of the Harari Operation. According to Brenneke and to “Harry,” a pseudonymous pilot interviewed by ABC, after delivering weapons to airstrips in northern Costa Rica and El Salvador, the Harari Network sent empty aircraft to Colombia, loaded them with cocaine, flew them to Panama and from there, with perhaps some stops at secret Central American airfields, into the U.S.8

“I guess you’d have to say at that time, I felt my primary employer was Israel. Secondarily, my employer was the U.S. of America,” said “Harry.” According to Brenneke:

Typically, the drugs were run through Panama and into the United States. The pilots were in most cases working for the cartels. If the shipments were extremely sensitive, you’d see Israeli pilots and aircraft.10

Shortly before the U.S. November elections, Brenneke lost credibility when he claimed, without substantiation, that he had been present at an October 1980 meeting in Paris at which George Bush and William Casey, representing the Reagan campaign, paid Iran $4 million to keep the Tehran Embassy hostages until after the 1980 elections. The CIA also denied that Brenneke had ever worked for it.11

Brenneke has offered some credible documentation about his activities with the Harari Network and about some aspects of the Reagan Administration’s sale of arms to Iran. After two lengthy telephone interviews, it became clear that he knew a good deal about Israel’s operations in Central America. It also was apparent that he was acquainted with some members of a group of Israelis and “international businessmen” arrested in April 1986, in a Customs Service sting, and who are soon scheduled to go on trial in New York for violating arms export laws.12

In a lengthy debriefing by his employer (at that point, the Center for International Policy Development), Brenneke described his expertise, during the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, in the field of off-shore investment and his subsequent payment by the CIA and Mossad for information related to business dealings in Panama and Beirut. He also claimed to have flown for CIA-owned airlines in Southeast Asia and South America.13

In the mid-70’s, Brenneke said he programmed intelligence computers for Mossad in Guatemala and Costa Rica. Late in 1981 or early 1982, he upgraded these computers, which are used by Guatemala to monitor utilities usage and manipulate doffers of “subversives.”14 Brenneke also admitted to having been a customs informant for over ten years.15

In 1972, Brenneke told a Portland, Oregon, newspaper that he had set up the International Fund for Mergers and Acquisitions (IFMA), an off-shore company in Panama, for a Las Vegas financier who used it to launder organized crime money. Soon after, when the CIA asked him if it could use the company, Brenneke consented. After Congress barred the CIA from supporting the contras, said Brenneke, Mossad took over IFMA.16

Brenneke said he was recruited for the Harari Network by Pesakh Ben-Or, who mediated all Israeli arms sales and training for the military. A sometime seller of arms to the con-
Ben-Or, according to Brenneke, was also the Mossad station chief in Guatemala. When asked if the operation had the blessings of the Reagan Administration, Ben-Or, according to Brenneke, gave him the White House telephone number of Donald Gregg, Vice President Bush's national security adviser, whom he called on November 3, 1983. Gregg assured him everything was on the level, Brenneke insists.

For many years, Gregg was a CIA officer, has previously been identified as a leading player in the illegal supply of the contras, a role he denies. Gregg also denies ever having spoken to Brenneke. According to one source, during the early months of the Reagan Presidency, Gregg served as the Administration liaison to Israel on matters relating to the contras.

According to Brenneke, Gregg was the U.S. contact for the Harari Network. José Blandón identified Felix Rodriguez, a friend of Gregg's from the CIA, as the group's point man in Central America. Rodriguez's role in coordinating airlifts of weapons to the contras from Ilopango Air Base in El Salvador was revealed during the investigations into the Iran-contra affair.

Richard Brenneke's role in the Harari Network was to buy arms in Yugoslavia, take delivery of them in Bolivia and ensure their arrival in Central America.

Brenneke said there was no way that Israel and the Reagan Administration could not have known that the operation would be so intimately linked to the Medellín Cartel. The system, set up to carry out the U.S.-Israeli contra aid program, was, according to Brenneke, "an overlay on an existing network of operatives, banks, protection." Said Brenneke: "I began to understand and see that the people involved were the same people and the same facilities and equipment. In my judgment, relations with the cartel preceded the Harari operation."

Brenneke told of being ordered by Mike Harari to go to Medellín to "pay my respects" to cartel leaders. "Until you made peace, you couldn't live in peace with them." In late 1985, when Brenneke discovered that his son was a drug addict, he had a change of heart, he says, and complained to Gregg about the cocaine shipments. Gregg told him: "You do what you were assigned to do. Don't question the decisions of your betters."

The call to Gregg was made after Brenneke flew with a planeload of drugs to Amarillo, Texas, he said. During his debriefing with the International Center for Development Policy, Brenneke related how, later in 1985:

He was forced at gunpoint to join the crew of a Lear 24 loaded with cocaine and destined for Brownsville, Texas. Harari's counterparts photographed Brenneke loading and boarding the aircraft, making it clear that they would forward the pictures to the proper U.S. authorities if he chose to reveal their activities.

These revelations tend to confirm previous reports of CIA involvement in narcotics trafficking—and they contribute to the growing body of evidence that Israel does not eschew the use of criminal and questionable means in the conduct of its foreign policy.

Israel's Man in Panama

Until he came to Panama in the late 1970's, Mike Harari was a Mossad officer. He had led a team that assassinated Palestinians in the early 70's and had been involved in the mistaken-identity assassination of a Moroccan wailer in Lillehammer, Norway (Mossad believed the victim to be Black Septemberist Ali Salameh). After that disaster, Harari got a change of scene—an assignment as Mossad's station chief in Mexico City.

Some believe that, even after he began "advising" Panamanian head of state Omar Torrijos in the late 70's, he never terminated his affiliation with Mossad. In March 1988, "well-informed Panamanian sources" told a London newspaper that Harari was "still very much an active and senior member of Israeli intelligence." By then the Reagan Administration had begun its efforts to unseat Noriega and was pressing Israel to get Harari out of Panama.

Following Torrijos' death in 1981, Harari devoted his services to Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega, who ascended from head of the military intelligence service to armored forces chief and head of state in all but name. Recruiting "a cadre of crack Uzi-toting Israeli military veterans" as Noriega's personal bodyguard, Harari also had Israeli experts install state-of-the-art Israeli eavesdropping and security equipment, which Noriega used to keep tabs on his domestic opposition.

Harari rebuilt the Panamanian armed forces (renamed the Panamanian Defense Forces, after Israel's IDF). He took care of hiding Noriega's narco-profits in secret Swiss accounts and "arranged for Israeli intelligence to provide security on Noriega's foreign trips."

When the U.S. was frustrated in its efforts to oust Noriega, Harari was blamed for helping Noriega resist U.S. pressure. In the beginning, according to Richard Brenneke and José Blandón, Harari had "advised Noriega to cooperate with the network to get added leverage with Washington."

Israel did not send Harari to Panama explicitly to engage in narcotics trafficking. "Harari was supposed to be representing Israel," Brenneke said, but "instead of becoming Noriega's controller, Harari became his partner... He was making a killing." In intelligence lingo, controller means "intimate," or "confidant," implying a relationship with a foreign leader that permits access and manipulation.
And indeed, there are indications there was some opposition to the merging of arms running with hauling cocaine. One figure connected with Israel who worked with the Harari Network said “It isn’t necessary to engage in drug dealing to bring democracy to Nicaragua.”

“People like [Pesakh] Ben-Or seem to have been pulled into two directions,” Richard Brenneke said. Once Ben-Or told him that “the Agency [CIA] has pushed me into more things that I decide don’t fit into our policy,” although it is not clear whether he was referring to the mingling of arms and drugs or something else all together.

In February 1988, Foreign Minister Shimon Peres tangled with Ambassador to the U.S. Moshe Arad over whether to send an emissary to Harari, as the U.S. wished. Peres won, but, if he tried, the emissary did not succeed in removing Harari from Panama. Later that year it was noted that, as with all Israeli military sales, the special electronically-protected bunker Harari had installed for Noriega, required an official okay before it could be exported from Israel.

Whatever profits Israel made supplying arms to the Nicaraguan mercenaries must have been canceled out by the Administration’s 1981 resumption of military aid to El Salvador and its transformation of Honduras into a veritable U.S. aircraft carrier. Since 1977, when the Carter Administration cut off military relations with El Salvador because of its human rights record, Israel had been El Salvador’s main supplier of weapons. It had also made a great deal of money selling arms to Honduras.

Although it is questionable whether any amount of military aid would have turned the contrasts into an effective military force, they were the prime beneficiaries of the Harari Network’s weapons procurement. Richard Brenneke said he saw very few of the network’s arms going to the contras. “My understanding” said Brenneke, “was what they created was a bazaar; it was your basic weapons sales program.”

Moreover, Brenneke said that cocaine trafficking, which comprised about 10 percent of the Harari Network’s business in 1983, had expanded to account for 60-70 percent of its activity in late 1985. It is not known whether the contra—or Israel—was the direct beneficiary of the profits made by selling narcotics in the United States.

Israel leaders must have weighed the Harari Network’s value against its possible exposure. By all indications Israel was fearful of alienating liberal Democrats in Congress, to whom the President’s contra policy was anathema. As it turned out, the Reagan Administration used Israel as a buffer to protect its shadowy contra operation from Congressional scrutiny.

When the Congressional intelligence oversight committees asked questions about Central America, recollected the Israeli-connected source who worked with the Harari Network, Administration representatives would tell them, “you don’t want to hear about it—Israel’s hands are all over it.” For much the same reason, Israel later emerged unscathed from the Iran-contra affair.

Conversely, when the Harari Network’s drug trafficking was exposed, Israel was able to shelter itself behind the U.S. intelligence establishment. Narcotics trafficking and covert operations have converged since the early 1950’s—when the CIA helped the Kuomintang (KMT—the army of Chiang Kai-Shek, defeated in 1949) establish itself in Burma, supported its efforts to dominate the opium trade there, and, according to undisputed Burmese intelligence reports of the time, flew the KMT’s opium to Thailand or Taiwan. The agency did the same for its next set of clients in Southeast Asia, the Hmong people of Laos.

But nobody talks about it. By a curious sort of general consent, the Congress, the body charged with oversight of the intelligence community, has not allowed the reports of narcotics trafficking to enter the realm of accepted reality and the media, quiescent these last ten or so years, has not forced lawmakers to reckon with the issue.

This was brought home to Senator Kerry, who was forced to promise not to reveal the CIA-owned companies involved in the activities he was investigating. The hearings withered away, shortly after José Blandón’s testimony, apparently because none of his Democratic colleagues supported them. Thus, Israel was not pilloried for the Harari Network’s activities.

Money Laundering

Perhaps the failure of Congress and the media to respond to the disclosures about the network was due to the termination of network activities by early 1986. Two money-laundering cases since the shutdown of the network, however, suggest a continuing Israeli connection to Colombian drug kingpins.

In the first case, four Israeli nationals were indicted in October 1987 by a Los Angeles grand jury for “conspiring to structure financial transactions to avoid currency reporting requirements.” U.S. law requires that cash deposits over $10,000 be accompanied by a written report and prohibits breaking down large amounts of cash to evade the requirements.

In May 1988 two of them, Abraham Zarchia and Yitzhak Edri, pleaded guilty to four counts of structuring transactions to avoid currency regulations and one count of conspiracy. They received 10-year prison sentences. The sentences were “kind
of on the high end of the spectrum," said Assistant U.S. Attorney Dean Dunlavey, who prosecuted the case. The attorneys for Zarchia and Edri, he recalled, were surprised that their clients, who had no prior convictions, "didn't just get a slap on the hand and sent back to Israel." The judge announced that he wanted the sentence to send a message to others engaged in laundering drug money.\footnote{53}

The Israelis were charged with sending $1,271,510 of illegal drug profits out of the U.S. to Panama in one five-day period. Their take over a five-month period was an estimated $22 million.\footnote{50}

The defendants...structured currency transactions by breaking down large amounts of cash into amounts less than $10,000, purchasing numerous cashier's checks from financial institutions in those amounts, and sending packages of cashier's checks containing approximately one-quarter million dollars each via Federal Express to a bank account in Panama.\footnote{47}

"We know that there were at least 80 packages of money," said Dunlavey.\footnote{46}

A second Israeli-led group, according to an indictment filed in March 1988 with the U.S. District Court in Newark, New Jersey, reportedly laundered large amounts of cash from "at least as early as September 1986."\footnote{44} Officials estimated that the ring had laundered more than $25 million. Its activities were connected to Colombian drug smuggling by the presence among those indicted of two Colombians and the positive reaction of drug-sniffing dogs to some of the packets of money recovered by authorities.\footnote{49}

Among the defendants was Rabbi Sholom Ber Levitin, director of Chabad House in Seattle and, for the past 16 years, leader of the local Hasidic community. Levitin and two other defendants arrested in Seattle received cash from the group's New Jersey-based leader, Adi Tal, according to court documents, and converted it to cashier's checks at local banks, packed up the checks and shipped them off for deposit in Panama.\footnote{51}

The case broke into the media just as José Blandón was testifying to the Kerry subcommittee about the Harari Network. When asked whether the money laundering ring was in any way connected with the Harari operation, a member of the subcommittee's staff said "we're aware of it," but balked at discussing it. "I don't want to be asked any more questions," he said.\footnote{32}

According to Mary McMenimen, public affairs officer for the U.S. Attorney's office in Los Angeles, it is very unusual to see Israelis laundering money for the Colombian cartels. Usually Colombian nationals, she said, are "recruited in Colombia and cycled in for a year tour of duty to do either [drug] distribution or money laundering."\footnote{53}

U.S. Attorney Dean Dunlavey said he had seen "no tie-in to the government" of Israel in the Zacharia case.\footnote{51} However, it is significant that Adi Tal, leader of the New Jersey-Seattle laundering ring, was identified as a former employee of El Al, Israel's national airline. According to a 1979 CIA report on Mossad, captured during the takeover that year of the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, El Al is one of several "Israeli Government organizations that provide support to the intelligence and security community." The report also notes that such organizations are used, for Mossad agents, to provide a "cover," a job, to explain a person's presence abroad.\footnote{35}

Official organizations used for cover are: Israeli Purchasing Missions and Israeli Government Tourist, (sic) El Al and Zim offices.\footnote{56}

Adi Tal, according to court papers connected to the Seattle defendants, worked under the direction of Colombian defendants Enrique Korc and "Kimaro," both of whom are still at large, as are three defendants who are in Israel. (None of the fugitives can be extradited.)\footnote{47} Tal is accused of having flown from New York to Israel in May 1987 carrying $481,000.\footnote{58}

Over the ensuing months, four of the defendants entered guilty pleas. All but Tal and Nir Goldshstein were allowed out on bail. In December, as their trial opened, Tal and Goldshstein also entered guilty pleas.\footnote{79}

Other Operatives

The Harari Network and Israeli money laundering for the Medellín Cartel was not an anomaly. On December 19, 1987, Zvi Gafni, an Israeli arms dealer, was arrested in Hong Kong as he attempted to flee to Macao. A search of his person and his office yielded false passports from the Philippines, Bolivia and Singapore, an unlicensed stun gun and marijuana. The passports had been used the previous month by a delegation of high-ranking employees of Israel Military Industries (IMI), who had traveled to China to demonstrate missile technology. A deal was concluded between Norinco, China's arms-importing firm, and Dubia, a Liberia-registered arms firm that works out of the offices of Gafni's front company, Liger International.

Obviously the government-owned IMI will manufacture and deliver the missiles. Since 1980, in a trade estimated by Jane's Defence Weekly to now be worth $3 billion,\footnote{50} Israel has been selling large amounts of high-technology weaponry to the Chinese.\footnote{61} [The two countries do not have diplomatic relations. Thus the need for the fake passports.]

Israel's main man in Hong Kong was Reuven Merhav, Israel's consul-general in Hong Kong and a former Mossad officer, under whose direction Gafni worked. Also active in Hong Kong was retired Rear Adm. Benni Telem, who headed a firm...
called Palindent, which the *Sunday Times* of London claims is the Asian marketing arm of IMI-Telem, said the paper, is IMI's vice-president for marketing. One reason Gafni might have been involved was the presence of two relatives of Chinese officials on Dubia's staff. According to the *Sunday Times*, he had previously negotiated on Israel's behalf with People's Republic of China officials in Hong Kong.62

The marijuana found on Gafni was not in itself an indication that he was a big-time drug dealer. But his past record was:

He had first come to the [Hong Kong] police's attention in 1984 in connection with international arms dealing, the illegal movement of computers to the communist bloc, cocaine smuggling into Mexico and America, and the distribution of counterfeit U.S. dollar banknotes.63

In a statement at the time of his arrest, Gafni said he had sold South African and Israeli assault rifles, shotguns and submachine guns to the Hong Kong police and the paramilitary Royal Hong Kong Volunteers Regiment. After the judge refused to accept Gafni's arguments that he was helping Hong Kong improve its defense and that he was holding the passports in case they were needed again, Gafni changed his innocent plea to guilty. The judge sentenced him to two years and wanted to know why he had traveled on a forged Singaporean passport, rather than his Israeli passport, to Denmark, Thailand and Great Britain, as all three countries recognize Israel. The judge also refused his request to be deported.64

Several months before Zvi Gafni's legal troubles began, three Israelis and their British collaborator were sentenced by a London court to ten years in prison after they pleaded guilty to charges of smuggling "a vast quantity of premier quality Lebanese Gold cannabis resin, worth £5 million ($9 million), into Britain." Their case appears to point to a narcotics trafficking connection between Mossad and Lebanese Phalangists. The drug, more commonly known as hashish, had originated from the Christian part of Beirut.65

A shopping list of weapons seized when the men were arrested in June 1986 was assumed by British authorities as being for the IRA. This gave rise to the theory that the Israelis had been part of an effort to sell cannabis in Europe to raise money for the Phalange, but had "broken loose" and were aiming to make a private profit by supplying arms to the IRA.

The customs service admitted being tipped off about the crime. The *Guardian* of London reported it was "understood that the first information which led to the capture of the drugs smugglers came from within Mossad itself."66

The newspaper noted, "the alleged job descriptions of the four accused, read out in Court 16 yesterday, bore no resemblance to their real occupations." One of the Israelis, Moshe Shitrowe, who gave his occupation as "motor dealer," was a former member of Mossad, said the paper: he and his two countrymen, Ishak Zachik Ferman, an "export agent" and Asher Sivan, a "television producer," had all done military duty in Lebanon. The *Guardian* said that Ferman and Sivan were thought to be "renegade" members of Mossad.

All three, according to the paper, "were obviously experts in counter-surveillance." Customs investigators, following a truck carrying the hashish, noticed Sivan on his motorbike, trailing the truck and, at traffic lights, "weaving his Suzuki in and out of other vehicle lanes...looking into cars for signs of police or customs."67

The Mossad hypothesis is partially corroborated by an Israeli report that says Ferman, at the time a photographer working for the IDF magazine, was stopped by military police during the Israeli invasion of Beirut in 1982. A search of his car uncovered hashish and he was arrested. When he was released 15 days later, Ferman's reserve unit "did not issue an order prohibiting him from leaving the country." The report gets sketchy, saying that Ferman "went to get travel clearance from his reserve unit, and the next day he fled."68

All this could be taken as a way of establishing a convenient cover for Ferman as an outlaw, deniable by Israeli officials if he gets in trouble. Ferman's subsequent return to Israel in 1985, with a British identity and a late model Porsche,69 lends credence to this interpretation and seems hardly the behavior of a man wishing to keep a low profile.

A month after the trio's arrest in Britain, the FBI arrested Israeli Rami Abramovich in Philadelphia, alleging that he had tried to recruit a U.S. helicopter pilot, offering him $63,000 for an escape attempt.70

---

**Government and Organized Crime**

In other cases, such as that of the pseudonymous Israelis, "John Smith" and "Isaac Rushman," a connection between narcotics trafficking and the Israeli Government is not altogether clear. Nabbed by British authorities in March 1987 on suspicion of smuggling cocaine from Colombia into Britain, "Smith" agreed to cooperate with police in exchange for a sentence reduction. "Smith" contacted "Rushman," reportedly a close friend or relative, in South America, where both men had lived for a number of years.

"Rushman" agreed to infiltrate South American drug-trafficking operations and subsequently helped European police agencies set up sting operations that resulted in the arrest of a number of major importers of cocaine into Europe. "Rushman" was able to entice Col. Garcia Zarabia-Rios, described as Bolivia's drug...
kingpin, and some major Colombian traffickers into the embrace of authorities in Spain, France and the Netherlands.71

The rise of the cocaine cartels has come at a time when some Western governments have shown an inordinate toleration of venality and scandal.

Drug money paid to bribe politicians worldwide now ranks as a U.S. security concern second only to the Soviet Union, according to a determination by the Central Intelligence Agency. After buying their operatives' immunity from prosecution, underworld drug cartels have proceeded to channel huge sums to subvert governments and finance terrorism. In addition to Central America and the Caribbean...the Middle East and the Orient are emerging as major targets of opportunity for the cartels.72

It is because of this insidious opportunity for mutual benefit when government intersects with organized crime that the growth of Israeli narcotics syndicates bears scrutiny.

"That Israelis play a big part in organizing the trade abroad can be seen by the number who have been arrested overseas on narcotics charges," noted Jerusalem Post writer Bernard Josephs.73 The evidence is only anecdotal, albeit that the number of Israelis incarcerated around the world—500— is significant, considered on a per capita basis.

In the U.S., Israeli narcotics gangs figure prominently in the ethnic gangs that a U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) official said, "appear to be the new trend in crime."74 In August 1986, five Israelis were arrested in New York. Prosecutors charged they had been running a $1 million-a-week heroin and cocaine operation out of Brooklyn for at least two years.75 More than a dozen Israelis were arrested for drug trafficking in this country in the first three months of 1987. In May 1988 the FBI arrested five Israelis in Boston for running a drug distribution network.76

The Israeli gangs developed out of criminal organizations specializing in smuggling, credit card fraud and other crimes in the 1970's. With the exception of a 1979 murder and dismemberment of two fellow-Israelis in Los Angeles,77 the Israeli groups are not notoriously violent, like the recently arrived Jamaican gangs.

Their members, believed to be mostly Sephardic Jews who met each other in Israeli prisons or during their military service,78 are not legion, as are the members of the Taiwan-based United Bamboo triad (gang) which controls much of the heroin that arrives in the U.S. from the "Golden Triangle" of Southeast Asia (a region covering parts of Laos, Thailand and Burma) and does a thriving business in prostitution. And while United Bamboo is active all over the country, the Israeli gangs' activity is concentrated in the Northeast, Florida and the West Coast.79

Estimated by U.S. officials to consist of several hundred individuals, the Israeli gangs are divided into "at least four large organizations," with expatriate networks in Europe and Asia, as well as in the U.S.80 In a manner said to be typical of the ethnic gangs, the Israelis are becoming capable of "interacting [with] other criminal groups, including La Cosa Nostra [and] the Chinese."81

While formerly middlemen, who bought large lots of narcotics from other ethnic groups,82 Israeli gangs have developed sources of supply in Pakistan, Turkey and Thailand and now occupy a significant niche in the domestic heroin trade, say law enforcement authorities.83

The group arrested in Boston had connections in Colombia good enough to enable it to import "substantial amounts of cocaine."84 As it came shortly after the exposure of the Harari Network, their arrest added "fuel to rumors of supposed Israeli involvement in the drug running nexus of the Colombian cocaine cartel and Panamanian strongman Manuel Noriega,"85 according to the Jerusalem Post.

Israel's Men

Resorting to narcotics trafficking might not have been Israel's first choice of a way to structure its contra aid program. Yet if Israel was disappointed with Mike Harari's performance in Panama, it certainly missed a golden opportunity to get rid of him and earn the thanks of the Reagan Administration in the bargain.

In February 1988, Sen. Alfonse D'Amato (R-NY) and Morris Abram, chairman of the Conference of Presidents of Major Jewish Organizations, asked Israel to tell Harari to leave Panama.86 It was neither the first nor the last such request.

Despite statements by U.S. officials, Harari had Israel's "unofficial blessing." Israel staunchly maintained that Harari was "a private citizen," who could not be ordered here or there.87

Israel has an ambassador in Panama, but Harari seems to exercise total control over its policy there. Indeed, Harari had one of Israel's ambassadors to Panama fired.88 Through his appointment in late 1986 or early 1987 as Panama's honorary consul in Israel,89 and his appointment at an unknown time as its commercial attaché in Israel, Harari has solidified his control of Israeli-Panamanian relations. In the spring of 1988 he had the Panamanian Ambassador, Col. Eduardo Herrera Hassan, first cashiered from the army, then fired from his diplomatic post. The U.S. favors Colonel Herrera as Noriega's replacement.90

In the early 80's, Harari used his position in Panama to obtain phony
end-user certificates to camouflage Israeli arms sales to Iran. He is said to have convinced Israeli officials that the link to Noriega provided Israel with a "back-channel to Fidel Castro." 

Harari's partnerships with the general in "a string of profitable businesses" and his partnership with Ya'acov Bondi, director-general of the Israel Communications Company in an Israeli-style agricultural undertaking, gave him the appearance of a thriving private businessman. Harari controls all Israeli military and civilian commerce with Panama, and there have been complaints that he extorted bribes as high as 60 percent from those wishing to do business in Panama. Some say he split the take with Noriega.

The government of Israel does not seem dissatisfied with Harari's handling of commerce with Panama. In June 1988 Harari was seen at "a posh reception featuring such guests as Foreign Minister Shimon Peres..." And when he requested it, the Israeli Government Press Office "recalled all photos taken of him and distributed to official news services."

As Israeli's cutout in Guatemala, Mossad station chief Pesakh Ben-Or operated along much the same lines as Mike Harari. For a number of years he was known as a young, fabulously wealthy businessman. An article in the Israeli press revealed the successful Miami, his yacht moored nearby, and his "luxurious villa near Ramleh," in Israel, where he keeps his seven thoroughbred horses, his Mercedes, his BMW and so forth. And if anyone wondered why Ben-Or's front company, Eagle Military Gear Overseas, needed a whole, heavily fortified floor in a downtown Guatemala City hotel, the answer was probably assumed to be the legendary Israeli preoccupation with "security."

Ben-Or's business base in Guatemala allowed Israel to provide weapons and trainers to the military. Ben-Or provided training for the bodyguards of Guatemala's last two military dictators, Efrain Rios Montt and Oscar Mejia Victores. He tried to do the same for the civilian president elected in 1985, but he botched on the wrong candidate.

The current president, Vinicio Cerezo, is guarded by International Security Defense Systems, one of the proliferating Israeli "security" firms closely linked to the Israeli Government—when they aren't simply functioning on its behalf.

Emil Sa'ada, Israel's man in Honduras, worked behind an agricultural front: Shemes Agrotech Internacionai, S.A., a series of farms growing nontraditional export crops with the vaunted Israeli agricultural technology. But Sa'ada was identified by Honduran military sources as a conduit of Israeli arms to the contras. He has also bragged that before Israel assigned a resident ambassador to Honduras, "I was the ambassador."

Along with David Marcos Katz, a longtime Israeli arms merchant in Latin America, Sa'ada was also a principal of the Arms Supermarket, the Harari Network satellite in Honduras. Richard Brenneke said the supermarket had been set up because one of its U.S. proprietors, Mario Del Amico, a CIA-linked arms dealer, did not get along with Pesakh Ben-Or.

Shabtai Kalmanowitch also spread the blessings of Israeli agricultural technology, but that ended in late 1987, when Kalmanowitch was arraigned on charges of forging $2.03 million worth of checks on a Merrill Lynch account at the North Carolina National Bank in Asheville, North Carolina, and then arrested in Israel and charged with spying for the Soviet Union.

Some believe Kalmanowitch is being held in custody in Israel to prevent him from explaining to the U.S. court why Israel's man in Sierra Leone—and a key figure in Israel's dealings with South Africa—would need to raid the till of North Carolina National Bank, rather than for what he might have told the Soviet Union.

Reportedly, Kalmanowitch collaborated with two Russian specialists on some gold mining in Sierra Leone and helped them obtain fishing rights from the country's President Joseph Momoh. All this was minor compared to the work he was doing for Israel in Sierra Leone. The agricultural venture, an Israeli-style chicken farm, was also minor, yet Sierra Leonians worried that Mossad agents might be stationed there.

Kalmanowitch's company, Liat, imported a fleet of used buses from Israel, sponsored soccer players, and, despite having obtained government-granted rights to mine gold and diamonds, was rumored to be involved in smuggling those minerals out of Sierra Leone. Liat was found to have links to Bophuthatswana Manksuisertetl, a South African company in Frankfurt, West Germany.

Behind the scenes of Liat's good will, Kalmanowitch negotiated several agreements with President Momoh, including one to provide the inevitable Israeli bodyguards. But he did not succeed in getting Momoh to establish diplomatic relations with Israel. He remained Israel's man in Sierra Leone, with the title of "cultural representative." (At the same time, he served as Sierra Leone's representative to the European Community and as an adviser at its West German Embassy.)

Over the years Kalmanowitch carried out overseas assignments for Mossad, according to the Israeli press. In a character reference submitted to the U.S. District Court in North Carolina, Rep. Benjamin Gilman (R-NY) noted that Kalmanowitch had held "several highly sensitive posts in the Israeli Government." These included Kalmanowitch's involvement in East-West spy swaps in the late seventies and the work he did for Israel helping South Africa evade economic sanctions.

It was the South African connection that mattered. Liat had grown rich on construction contracts in Bophuthatswana funded by dubious loans from right-wing European sources, and Kalmanowitch became known as the "white president" of the pseudostate, one of the "tribal reserves" established by the white minority government. Kalmanowitch held forth from a flashy office in Tel Aviv as the bantustan's diplomatic representative and arranged visits to Israel and Europe for its
“President,” Lucas Mangope. A radio broadcast during a short-lived coup d'état against Mangope last February said that a major cause of the move to unseat him was his acceptance of bribes from Kalmanowitch and his contribution to Kalmanowitch's bail when the Israeli was arrested in London on the forgery charges. South African troops soon restored Mangope to power.

Financing for some of Kalmanowitch's projects came from Marc Rich, the fugitive financier, with whom Kalmanowitch had "established close contacts." The Switzerland-based Rich has been active in helping to break the oil embargo against South Africa.

Having this part of Kalmanowitch's story emerge in a U.S. court would be particularly painful for Israel. For years it has met complaints about its close relations with South Africa with the rejoinder that "the Arabs" sell oil to South Africa. While it is true that some Arab governments (especially Saudi Arabia, as part of its activities in the Iran-contra affair) have sold oil to the apartheid government, Marc Rich has been the middleman in a great many of those deals.

In the initial indictment, the FBI presented evidence showing that Kalmanowitch and his partner, Vladimir Davidson, had actually written $12 million worth of checks and had established connections for processing the funds with elements of the Soviet Jewish emigre community in New York as well as a complex banking web in Europe.

When he arrived for his arraignment in North Carolina from London, where he had been arrested, the high-powered Washington attorney Nathan Lewin was there to represent him. Lewin has also represented Col. Aviem Sella, indicted for his role as convicted spy Jonathan Jay Pollard's "handler," and former Attorney General Edwin Meese.

Where Shabtai Kalmanowitch founded, it has been smooth sailing for Shaul Eisenberg, certainly Israel's most successful cutout. The scant press on this reputed billionaire features good works, not crime. Born in Germany, Eisenberg fled east and spent World War II in Japan. He has lived and done business in East Asia ever since, although he has a splendid mansion in Israel, where his children live.

For some years Eisenberg's name has been coupled with the sobriquet "billionaire." Rumors of enormous arms deals abounded. "I help Israel wherever possible, through my political friends," he said recently. He gets around in a customized Boeing 707.

Active in Central America in the early '80s as honorary consul in Israel for both Belize and Panama, Eisenberg was said to be involved in some of the Harari Network activities. In a summary of his activities in closing down the network, Richard Brenneke included this phrase:

Explained to Arlie that original paperwork would not be given to Mossad. Wants to know if I have talked to Shaul (sic) recently.

It is rumored that the Eisenberg group of companies is linked to the Gur Corporation, which received sweetheart contracts and South Africa's lavish incentives to build hospitals in the South African bantustan of Ciskei. Payments on the contracts were later stopped amid charges of fraud, one of several cases that resulted in the firing of Ciskei's Israeli representative. A professor at the University of South Africa recently determined that the Gur Corporation was registered in Panama.

During the same period, as owner of International Fusion Industries, Eisenberg was involved—along with officials from the Israeli energy ministry—in lobbying France and the U.S. to participate in the development of nuclear fusion reactors. Al Schwimmer and Ya'acov Nimrod, the arms dealers involved in the Iran-contra affair, were involved in the company, as was Bob Guccione, publisher of Penthouse magazine.

By the time Harari succeeded Eisenberg as Panama's honorary consul, reports were beginning to surface of Eisenberg's activities in China, where, over the past decade, he has reportedly built more than 200 factories and established eight offices. In 1979, Eisenberg flew a group of Israeli arms experts to China in his private plane. According to Morton S. Miller, recently retired from the State Department Bureau of Intelligence, this began Israel's lucrative weapons sales to China.

Through his firm, United Development Inc. (UDI), in Beijing, Eisenberg sells products of the state-owned chemical concern, Israel Chemicals. He has sold the Chinese four oil refineries. UDI, the largest trading company in China, also sells arms. (China suffered in silence for months, as Washington lambasted it for selling silkworm missiles to Iran—before "Western arms traders" confirmed that UDI had helped negotiate the sale.)

Africa has been a particularly fertile ground for Israel's unique brand of diplomacy and the late Tibor Rosenbaum was the pacesetter there. After some gun running, in the 40'th, to the Stern Gang in Palestine, Rosenbaum rendered "unknown services" to the Liberian Government. Later in Geneva he set up the International Credit Bank (ICB, or Banque de Crédit Internationale):

ICB's principal legitimate activities were the collection of funds for Israel from the Jewish communities of Europe and acting as banker to joint business ventures of European Jews and the state of Israel. But it also financed the acquisition and movement of weapons to Israel and its allies, particularly in Africa and Central America, and reputedly acted as paymaster for Mossad, the Israeli secret service in Europe.

ICB additionally acted as a money launderer for mobster Meyer Lansky and for some of Bernie Cornfeld's fraudulent mutual funds operations. Until it closed its doors in 1974, ICB handled a substantial portion of the funds the Israeli defense ministry used to purchase weapons abroad. A substantial amount of Israeli Government funds went illegally through ICB.

David Kimche, who became well
known for his role in the Iran-contra affair when he was the director-general of Israel's foreign ministry, was previously known as "Mr. Africa" for the long years he spent on that continent as a Mossad officer. After leaving the foreign ministry in 1986, Kimche became a “consultant” for several countries with the backing of Tiny Rowland, who heads the Lonrho Group, one of the most successful conglomerates to operate in Africa. Rowland is known to have close ties with many of the continent's leaders.124 (Lonrho reportedly does business in Israel “in the name of the Eisen-

Where Does The Money Go?

Shaun Eisenberg, Mike Harari, Pesakh Ben-Or, Emil Sa'ada, and even Shab-
tai Kalmanowitch, all serve Israel in the guise of rich businessmen. But how is their money used to maintain appearances?

Shaun Eisenberg recently emerged from decades of media silence to announce that he was heading up a committee to sponsor the trip of Isra-
el's disabled athletes to the Olympi-
cus for the Disabled in Seoul.131 Shortly after, Eisenberg gave an exten-
tive interview to the Jerusalem Post, during which he described plans to start a $150 million videotape fac-
tory and, in partnership with a Brazilian company, a factory to produce blue jeans. He will establish these companies and others with similar export potential through the Israel Corporation, a publicly traded compa-
ny which invests in Israeli industry.

Eisenberg made the point that all his other companies were privately held, but that he was investing time and money in the Israel Corporation anyway. His involvement began in 1984, he said, when the national shipping line Zim, in which the Israel Corporation had invested heavily, was about to sink. Eisenberg said he was interested in buying the state-
owned Oil Refineries Ltd., in which Israel Corporation holds a 26 percent interest. Under a privatization pro-
gram currently underway in Israel, the government is preparing to sell its 74 percent interest.132

It might be construed that Pesakh Ben-Or's participation in Guate-

A New Cycle Begins

What Shabtai Kalmanowitch did with the money he is accused of tak-
ing might never be known. Israeli and Panamanian “financial sources” say that Mike Harari used some of the laundered funds he banked for Nori-
egia in Switzerland to buy weapons,138 but who is or will be shooting those guns is unknown. It must be assumed however, that such funds will eventually buy trouble in the country for which they are supposedly gener-
ated.

Just as there has been an explosion in U.S. cities of crack cocaine use and the murderous young gangs which proliferated to market the drug, Is-

ering a market for hashish and heroin from Lebanon, where “the hashish and opium trade...has thrived in the lawless civil war years.” Drugs grown in Lebanon have an estimated value of more than $500 million.136 Police ministry offi-
cials estimated in 1987 that 1,000 tons of Lebanese hashish passed through Israel annually on their way to Egypt—and 40 of those tons made their way into the local market.

European-based Israeli drug rings also sell to the home market. In Au-
gust 1987, Labor and Social Affairs Minister Moshe Katzav said there were 10,000 addicts in Israel; and the country's health ministry reported it had 4,200 on methadone, up from 830 in 1984.137 There is growing Israeli demand for “crack” cocaine. As with
other societies plagued by illegal narcotics use, Israel must battle crimes committed by addicts to support their habits.

When it comes to rationalizing its narcotics problem, Israel seems to have taken a page from Washington’s book. Each time journalists or Congressional investigators got too close to the conjunction of the contras and narcotrafficking, the Reagan Administration would retell the story of how “communist” Nicaragua was colluding with the Colombian cartels to bring drugs into the U.S. (Occasionally Cuba would be the culprit.) Although demonstrably false (as recently exposed by the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime and CBS Evening News), these allegations have durably outstripped the actual truth. As it turned out, the “Nicaragua connection” was an elaborate sting perpetrated by Oliver North.

In June 1988, six months into the Intifadah, word was leaked of a “secret report prepared by police and Shin Bet [the internal secret service] elements” that said that “the terrorist organizations have begun to sell hard drugs to Israel at reduced prices” and to use the proceeds “to finance terror activities, including the Intifadah.”

Elsewhere, the idea of “narcoterrorism” carried out by leftist “narcoguerrillas” has been marketed rather successfully. The notion of an alliance between leftist or insurgent forces and narcotrafficking, vigorously promoted since 1985 by the U.S. State Department, has found enthusiastic adherents among the rightwing military establishments of Latin America, and now, it would seem, Israel.

As rebellions flare up, new opportunities open for both the U.S. and Israel to intervene on the side of their drug-eradicating clients. Israel has lately become a major supplier of weapons and counterinsurgency “expertise” in Colombia, where leftist guerrillas act as shop stewards for coca laborers and where cartel moguls team up with the military and the right to fight the guerrillas and murder union and leftist-elected officials, who are usually more accessible. The U.S., already active in Bolivia, is eager to “go to the source” in Peru, and perhaps also in Mexico and Brazil.

The script is all so predictable. It can be recited before it is written: contested territory is being used to cultivate illegal drugs. An alliance is made with one local group to displace the enemy (probably identified as communists or narco-guerrillas). It is discovered (if not already known) that the new allies are elbow deep in the drug trade.

To secure their cooperation, the allies are given the protection they need to bring their narcotics into the U.S. Perhaps the Congress, as it did with the contras, reacts to growing evidence of brutality and mayhem with a ban on U.S. aid to this latest cause.

Suddenly there is a need for cash, which only narcotrafficking can provide in quantity. There is also a need for an ally, one with a network of cutouts and contacts, such as Israel, which has done this sort of thing before and can arrange the flow of arms in and drugs out.

A whole new cycle begins.
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Book Views

The Palestinians: Eyewitness History of Palestine Under British Mandate
By Izzat Tannous, M.D.
I.G.T. Company, 1988, 600 pp., $45.00.
Reviewed by Dorothea Séelaye Franck

Recently I came across an article I wrote in 1941, fresh out of college and anxious to share my Middle East understanding as the United States faced the prospect of fighting Germany. In it I urged that Jewish support of the war effort not be acquired by promising Palestine as a homeland. A subsequent stint as an officer in the Department of State uncovered no one who disagreed with me. Just how right we all were and how wrong the White House was is tellingly documented in Dr. Izzat Tannous’s moving account of his life-long involvement with the cause of his people, a book entitled, quite simply The Palestinians.

This is the first of two volumes planned by Dr. Tannous. At 92 he is still at his New York City desk. The current volume covers the story of his life and that of his people through the Zionist takeover of their country in May 1948. The account is chronological with clear titles and subtitles indicating periods, events and participants. Certainly, other authors have covered the same period, but what makes this book unusual is the personal angle. The documents are no longer lifeless legalese. They become the products of preparation, negotiation, presentation, argumentation and sometimes agreement (however temporary) by real persons with all their ideals and preconceptions. Frequently the author himself was privy to the conversations and negotiations and able to give us “the story behind the story.”

Born in Nablus in 1896, Izzat Tannous graduated from the St. George Episcopal Mission school. He spent the war years, 1914-1918, at the American University of Beirut acquiring a BA and continued for an MD. Upon his return to Palestine, he practiced medicine for a few years. But the post-World War I challenge to his people’s aspirations absorbed his full attention—a concentration that has continued for these seven decades. He sums up the beginning of that challenge with this poignant reflection: Where once the phrase 'kimeh laha' (the word of the British) stood for the word of truth," in the 1920’s, it became synonymous with the word of deceit." (p. 86)

The most absorbing chapters are those into which the author weaves his own experience. Color is added by
his own language and in revealing vignettes. For instance, this reviewer, a kindergartner down Rue Clemenceau while Tannous was a medical student, savored the account of AUB's week-long celebration of its fiftieth anniversary, during which he saw President Howard Bliss kissing his father's hand in an Oriental gesture of respect.

Tannous provides fascinating detail on such events as the international political maneuvering that gave Great Britain the mandate, the intransigent Palestinian vying for leadership, Zionist activity, the vacillating policies of the British, Palestinian strikes (during one of which Tannous was imprisoned), the rendezvous at the League of Nations. One of the most interesting sections covers the author's 1937-1940 term as director of the Arab Center in London. There he was involved in negotiations with Malcolm McDonald, who was responsible for the White Paper recognizing Arab rights which was brought to nought by World War II.

Impressive detail is marshalled on subsequent developments: Jewish immigration, arming and terrorist actions; the U.N.'s partition plan; Great Britain's tipping of the balance and its inglorious departure; coming of Arab armies, battles fought where, when and how, flight of Palestinians, etc. The sections describing cooperation, or lack of it, might well be called "Our Enemies, the Friends"—paraphrasing Uri Avnery's account of his meetings with the PLO called "My Friend, the Enemy." With no "friend" is Tannous more wrathful than with Jordan, its King Abdullah and the head of the "Arab Army," Glubb Pasha. The writer almost implies that if Glubb had not been so much in cahoots with the Zionists, the Arabs might have won in spite of themselves.

The author's portraits of people he has known make history come alive.

Haj Emin el-Husseini, for instance, comes out a more sympathetic character than is usually the case. Special tributes include those to the Syrian-American writer Amin Rihani and the Bisses, father and son.

The book is enlivened by photographs of people, events and places. There are some maps and statistical tables. An index would magnify the book's usefulness for each reference but oh what a job its preparation would be.

The Palestinians is both the story of a person and the history of a people—their unhappy destinies inextricably intermingled. Dr. Tannous can take satisfaction in having recorded crucial events in which he played a role during decades which were not subject to the constant media coverage of more recent years.

Dorotea Franck was executive secretary of Americans for Justice in the Middle East and editor of its AJME News.

Books To Order

New Selection


□ Abed Al-Samih Abu Omar, Traditional Palestinian Embroidery and Jewelry, Jerusalem: Al-Shark Arab Press, 1986, 144 pp., cloth. Beautiful full-color photos of traditional Palestinian dress from a unique collection. Wedding dresses highlighting embroidery stitches and accessories from each region in Palestine. Accompanied by English/Arabic text full of local history. A perfect gift. List, $35.00; AMEI, $15.50.

□ Elias Chacour, Blood Brothers, Grand Rapids, MI: Chosen Books, 1984, 224 pp., cloth. A Palestinian priest, recently nominated for the Nobel Prize for his social work in the Galilee, tells the story of his search for conciliation between Palestinian and Jewish Israelis. List, $9.95; AMEI, $3.95.
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- Yehoshafat Harkabi, *Israel's Fateful Hour*, New York: Harper & Row, 1988, 256 pp., cloth. Former Chief of Israeli Military Intelligence's well-argued warning to Israel that this is its last chance to save itself from "national suicide." A pragmatist, Harkabi examines every angle of the present Palestinian-Israeli conflict to conclude that the pro-Israeli demands should be "negotiate with the P.L.O. and withdraw from the Occupied Territories." List, $22.50; AMEU, $13.95.

- Jane Hunter, *Israeli Foreign Policy: South Africa and Central America*, Boston: South End Press, 1987, 274 pp., paperback. Examines Israel's political, economic and military links to the repressive regimes of South Africa, Guatemala and El Salvador. Details Israel's role in the Iran-Contra scandal and the increasing tendency for the U.S. to rely on Israel to do our government's "dirty work." List, $9.50; AMEU, $6.50.

- Jane Hunter, Jon. Marshall, Peter Scott, *The Iran-Contra Connection*, Boston: South End Press, 1987, 313 pp., paperback. Authors argue that the Iran-Contra affair was only the latest in a long tradition of U.S. covert activities. List, $11.00; AMEU, $8.25.


- Ian S. Lustick, *For the Land and the Lord: Jewish Fundamentalism in Israel*, New York: Council on Foreign Relations, 1988, 244 pp., paperback. An insightful and disturbing analysis of the impact of the numerically small Gush Emunim on Israeli politics; shows how Jewish fundamentalists are increasingly successful at blocking all attempts at peace and justice for the Palestinians. List, $11.95; AMEU, $8.95.


- Alifa Rifaat, *Distant View of a Minaret and Other Stories*, London: Heinemann Educational Books Ltd., 1985, 238 pp., paperback. An imaginative and haunting collection of fifteen Egyptian short stories. Explores such universal themes as sexuality, marriage, love and death through the eyes of a traditional Muslim woman. List, $7.50; AMEU, $5.75.


- Paul Findley, *They Dare To Speak Out*, Westport, CT: Lawrence Hill and Company, 1985, 362 pp., paperback. The former eleven-term Congressman from Illinois discusses how Americans are victimized for opposing the Israel lobby. List, $8.95; AMEU, $6.25.
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